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Andy Palacio & The Garifuna Collective’s 2007
album Wátina was widely praised as a masterpiece
and introduced the world to the soulful melodies and
powerful rhythms of the Garifuna people of Central
America. Palacio passed away suddenly a year after
the album was released, leaving his community
wondering who would carry the torch of cultural
revival and musical innovation. On Ayó (“Goodbye” in
the Garifuna language) The Garifuna Collective and
Wátina producer Ivan Duran have created a magical
album whose songs of heartbreak, hope and joy will
take your breath away.
1. Ayó (2:35)
2. Galuma (2:50)
3. Kame Báwara (3:18)
4. Ubóu (3:40)
5. Mongulu (3:18)
6. Pomona (3:05)
7. Beíba Nuwari (2:48)
8. Gudemei (4:22)
9. Dungua (3:12)
10. Aganba (3:46)
11. Alagan (3:12)
12. Seremei Buguya (4:12)
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In February 2007 Andy Palacio & The Garifuna Collective
released Wátina, an album that received unanimous
acclaim and elevated the international profile of the
music and culture of Central America’s Afro-Amerindian Garifuna community. On the cusp of tremendous fame, Palacio passed away suddenly at the age
of 47 not long after Wátina was released, leaving
many to wonder who would continue bringing the
voice of his people to the world.
With Ayó (“Goodbye” in the Garifuna language) Palacio’s band proves they are up to the task. With a lineup that consists of the best musicians in the fertile
Garifuna music scene, The Garifuna Collective promises to carry the torch of cultural innovation and promotion passed on by Andy Palacio far into the future.
Palacio was already a national hero in his native Belize when he suffered a heart attack and stroke in
January 2008. His premature death devastated his
fans and community, but the musicians who had accompanied him and the new generation of Garifuna
artists he inspired refused the let the story end there.
Indeed, the tale of the Garifuna people has always
been one of triumph over tragedy. A minority
culture in Central America, descendants of the
intermarriage of Africans who escaped their
colonial captors and Arawak Indians, the Garifuna have long struggled to maintain their
unique language, cultural traditions and music in the face of globalization and discrimination.
Wátina and Ayó producer Ivan Duran notes,
“We are going back to the core values of the
project, which is to present Garifuna music to
the world, not in a traditional way, not in a museum, but as a living musical form. With Ayó you
feel that spirit of being in the village with everybody
singing along, everybody being a part of a song, not
following a single singer or star. This album sounds
like it was made by a band; there’s a group spirit that
comes across more clearly then ever before.”
Even though they have lost loved ones, The Garifuna
Collective’s membership continues to grow. In fact,
the group is not a band in the traditional sense; it’s
more of a cultural advocacy group. “Anybody can
play, anybody can join, The Collective could have

five hundred members for all I care,” notes Duran.
Musicians young and old are allowed to participate
in rehearsals, and the members chosen to be part of
the touring group can change depending on circumstances.
The Garifuna Collective’s continued development is
the direct result of Wátina’s success and a powerful
homage to Andy Palacio’s impact. Duran concludes,
“Since that album came out, there isn’t any more fear
that Garifuna music is going to die out. Andy’s biggest legacy is just showing the way, proving that the
world is interested in this culture’s music. It helped
children in small villages to understand that their
culture is just as important as anybody else’s. That
sense of self-pride is a potent message that continues to echo across Belize and inspire new musicians
to keep their traditions thriving.” Ayó carries on that
mission and reveals that the well of Garifuna musical
talent is deep and continues to be refreshed by new
generations.

